‘OUR WORLD’ – KEEPING KEY SKILLS GOING IN ART!
PAINTING

DRAWING

What materials could you find that could be used to make
paint? Would tomato ketchup make red paint? Could salad
cream make a yellow? Using materials found around the
house, make different colours. Could you then find mark
making tools such as a fork or spoon to create different
effects? Explore different ideas and consider pattern,
texture and shape.

Collect any natural material from outside such as a
flower, pinecone or leaf. Observe the detail closely. Now
carefully re-create it using your sketching skills. Could
you match the colours and pigments? Using your
imagination, what else could this item be. Could a
pinecone turn into a snail? Could a leaf be part of a
butterfly? Now recreate a new drawing using the
observational details.

COLLAGE

PRINTING

Imagine life after ‘Coronavirus’. Using magazines, papers,
leaflets and glue create a collage with images of
‘Positivity and Hope’.

One for the whole family! Using your hands and feet to
print with, make a colourful poster to show how you are
all together in isolation. Label each hand and foot with
the name and add a special message about being
together.

SCULPTURE

ICT

Make Salt Dough!
Using 250g flour, 125g salt and 125g water, create a
material that can be shaped to create models that
represent Positivity, Peace and Hope such as a rainbow,
our planet or a heart. This can be air dried or baked in
the oven for 30 minutes. Decorate with exciting colours
and patterns.

Look around at our environment. What has improved
because we are all in ‘lock down’? Does the sea look a
turquoise colour? Are there more birds singing in the
trees? Take photos of the benefits to nature and
present in a collection. You could use software to
manipulate the images and add labels to show positive
messages about our cleaner planet.

